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We hew to the line; let the chips fall where they may
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with Obama?
"It's not you, it's your policies," say 
college students who are more 
and more walking away from the 
President they 
helped to elect 
in record numbers

WPP Endorses 
two candidates 
for NMC Board 
of Trustees
The White Pine Press Editorial 
Board interviewed the four 
candidates running 
for NMC's Board of 
Trustees. Two 
candidates rose 
above the rest.
See who we endorsed. 81l”t
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their websites and white
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White Pine Press to receive innovation grant
The Student Innovation Grant committee has awarded the White Pine Press $3,768 to 
purchase broadcast video equipment. The new gear and software will afford students 
at the WPP a unique opportunity to practice real-world journalism. Check out the 
WPP’s website soon for original content that has been filmed and edited by students.

Dennos Museum Center to host Quilting Workshops
The Dennos Museum, as part of their Celebrating Women Exhibitions, will host two 
quilting workshops on Oct. 30. The workshops will be hosted by nationally recognized 
quilter Diane Nunez. The first will focus on making holiday ornaments using metal 
mesh and the second will highlight techniques for sewing flower patterns. The events 
will run from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. and 2 p.m. - 5 p.m. respectively. Registration is $40 
for museum members and $45 for all others. There will also be $15 materials fee due 
the day of the seminar. The workshops are recommended for sewers of all levels. For 
more information contact Diana Bolander, Curator of Education and Interpretation at 
(231)995-1029.

GirlTech hits NMC
GirlTech, whose focus is on helping young women find their way into nontraditional 
careers, will host their ninth annual event at NMC s Great Lakes Campus on Nov. 4. 
The event will feature five breakout sessions as well as a number of keynote speakers 
and Traverse City women who have found work in nontraditional fields. All female 
students are encouraged to attend. The event will take place from 9 a.m. - 2:30 
p.m. and girls should contact their high school’s guidance counselor beforehand. 
Nontraditional students from both NMC and TBAISD Career-Tech Center will be 
presenting information on local and NMC programs available to high schools juniors 
and seniors.

Third Level Crisis Intervention Center receives grant
Traverse City’s third Level Crisis Intervention Center has been awarded a $20,000 
grant as part of Art Van Furniture’s Million Dollar Charity Challenge. Fifty deserving 
charities and organizations who exhibit exemplary work with Michigan children and 
health and human service programs will receive grants from the challenge. Grants 
range from $5,000 to $50,000. To vote for a charity or organization you feel deserves 
one of the grants, visit www.artvan.com. Third Level Crisis services include 24/7 
counseling, a free legal aid clinic, Pete’s Place youth shelter, youth and family services, 
street outreach and referral services.
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SCOTT KUEFLER, chainsaw artist, cuts a piece of wood outside West 
Hall on Oct. 25. His creation will hang in the Student Life Office.

ED MOODY
helped NMC 
students 
celebrate fall 
by carving a 
100-pound 
pumpkin in 
West Hall 
on Oct. 21. 
The Student 
Life Office 
sponsored 
these events.

DU students: Shontea, Matt, Elona, Donna, Alyssa and Mike.
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Prop 1 charges 
up electorate

[MADDY MESA
1 Press Staff Writer

One of the many ballots proposal citizens 
of Traverse City will have to vote on Nov. 2 is 
Proposal 1. This proposal would bring Traverse 
City Light & Power back under the Traverse City 
Commission (like all other city departments) and 
limit its board to advisors.

Back in 1979, the people of Traverse City 
voted to give Traverse City Light & Power more 
independent control of its operations. The ■ 
purpose of the board was to take over duties that 
belonged to the City Manager and partly the 
City Commission.

Where did Prop 1 come from?
Earlier this year when TCL&P held a series of 

forums to introduce their new biomass plans to 
the region, the public reacted negatively.

Both Margret Dodd and Mike Coco 
agree to the fact that the board must 

handle public input better.

“There was no oversight,” said Margret Dodd, 
former mayor of Traverse City. “They just 
decided to do something and do it.”

Dodd was made aware of the biomass plans 
when a friend of hers, who was out of town, 
asked her to attend the meeting to see what was 
going on. Dodd claimed that at the meeting the 
board discussed how to sell biomass to the public. 
During public comment she asked a question 
about the possibility of using natural gas as a 
bridge fuel. According to Dodd, she received 
this response: public comment is meant for 
commenting not for questions.

“That really pissed me off,” said Dodd.
But she is not the only one who feels TCL&P 

dropped the ball when it came to informing the 
public about biomass.

“I am also disappointed in our engagement 
and communication with the public, said Mike 
Coco, Traverse City Light & Power board 
chairman. “We did not perform very well and we 
need to improve quickly in involving the general 
public more in our planning processes.”

So how will Proposal 1 change the way things 
are run now?

“There will be an extra level of public scrutiny,” 
said Dodd.

“The TCL&P board would become an advisory 
board rather than a decision and policy making 
board,” said Coco.

As for the workers of Traverse City Light & 
Power, under Proposal 1, “they would become 
direct employees of the City, including the 
Executive Director,” said Coco. “The City 
Commission would be ultimately responsible for 
setting pay and benefits as well as negotiating the 
union contract.”

This is good news for the workers whom Dodd 
describes as great. “They do the job and they do it 
well,” said Dodd. “That will not change.”

Will it be worth it?
Some feel that Proposal 1 might lead to 

uncertainty in rates, costs and services. And with 
this uncertainty is fear that businesses will not 
come to Traverse City; or established business 
already here might be reluctant to hire more 
people. Mike Coco offers two scenarios that 
could lead to higher rates:

“First, it takes years, significant study and 
staff resources to plan new generation and other 
utility projects. Subjecting such planning to 
significant leadership changes every 24 months 
would jeopardize this. For example, what if the 
City Commission prioritizes wind generation, 
spends several million dollars and staff resources 
to develop a wind project only to have a new City 
Commission change direction?”

The second scenario is that Proposal 1 erases 
one of the checks and balances in the City 
Charter thus restricting the use of utility funds 
to utility purposes said Coco. Currendy, the city 
has shrinking revenues, but it is working to increase 
spending on infrastructure. The City Commission 
has also turned to TCL&P to shoulder additional 
nonutility costs in recent years which could continue, 
resulting in the utility’s “savings” going toward non
utility purposes.

But Dodd disagrees. “Any rise in prices in 
electrical rates is not due to coming back under the 
control of the city,” said Dodd. “It’s due to the price 
of the commodity when the contract is signed.”

Director of Technical Academic Area at NMC 
Ed Bailey said, “I find it hard to see the need for 
a change.” There will be very little change, he said, 
between the way things are run now and the way 
they would be run if Proposal 1 should pass.

“Both are public boards with public input,” 
said Bailey who also serves as faculty advisor of 
NMCs Students for the Environment and chair of 
the Grand Vision Energy Network.

But even with all these disagreements and differences 
in view both Dodd and Coco agree to the fact that the 
board must handle public input better.

“It seems when a big issue like that [biomass] 
is involved it shouldn’t be nine regular citizens 
making a decision without public input when 
there are experts in the public,” said Dodd.

“There has been no thoughtful public process 
to discuss any needed changes with TCL&P,” 
said Coco. “Proposal 1 is a knee-jerk reaction 
that has not given a voice to many stakeholders 
such as businesses and TCL&P customers in 
surrounding townships who do not have a vote.”

The election will be held Nov. 2.
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“We will continue to 
challenge them - even if they 

continue to kill us.”
Ann Wright is a retired US Army 

Colonel and a former US diplomat. She 
was a part of the flotilla that was attacked 
by Israeli commandos this year; while not 
on the boat that was attacked, Wright was 
a part of the movement to break the Israeli 
barricade. She spoke at the Dennos Museum 
Center in Traverse City on Oct. 26.

WPP: You have been an Anti-War activist 
since your resignation from the state 
department in 2003, what led you to resign?
Wright: I resigned after being in eight 
different presidential administrations 
starting with Linden Johnson. I resigned 
during the Bush administration because
the war was unlawful. It did not meet the criteria for going to war; there 
was not an attack on the United States and the UN Security Council did 
not vote to authorize it.

WPP: The United States has historically had a strong working relationship 
with Israel, what in your view has lead to the dissipation of that relationship 
and what needs to be done from a US standpoint to restore peace to Israel 
and Gaza?
Wright: The 22 day attack on Gaza killed 1,440 and wounded 5,000 and left 
50,000 homeless. The four year blockade that Israel and Egypt has had on Gaza 
is collective punishment on the 1.5 million people that live in Gaza. In my 
opinion that is wrong. An American citizen was executed by the Israeli military, 
but the US has not held Israel accountable for the death of an American.

WPP: What specifically have Israelis done to Palestinians, and do you feel that 
by taking a pro-Palestinian stance you are taking an anti-Israeli stance?
Wright: Israelis have been very demeaning to Palestinians. The amount of 
killing is 10:1. For every Israeli killed, ten Palestinians die.

WPP: You were on board one of the ships that were part of the Gaza Freedom 
Flotilla that was seized by Israeli soldiers. What was the aim of that mission and 
what needs to happen in order to ensure such an attack does not happen again? 
Wright: The mission of flotilla was to show international disagreement 
with the blockade. Israelis don’t want boats coming in at all. We are going 
to challenge the blockade until they do allow boats in and to break the 
blockade. They have had to modify the blockade because of the murders in 
May. The international community was outraged by these murders.

WPP: What did you take away from that experience as well as your other 
trips to Gaza?
Wright: I took away that the Israelis are willing to use lethal force no matter 
what the repercussions. I also took away that there are hundreds of thousands 
of activists willing to challenge the illegal policies of Israelis and we will 
continue to challenge them until they end — even if they continue to kill us.

WPP: What do you say to those who suggest that by questioning the US’s 
role in the Middle East you are blaming America for many of the problems 
that exist in the region?
Wright: I would say that on one level America has a great deal of 
responsibility of what is going on in Israel. We really need to look at our 
policies that contribute to the instability in the region. The propensity of 
the US to invade a country to get its oil-the other people in the region are 
very concerned about this. It is making things more dangerous there and 
more dangerous for us.

•»
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Breaking up with Obama? You are not alone
Student support is on the decline

2010 -
Sagging support
President Barack Obama’s rating 
among groups who voted for him 
in 2008 and/or subsequently 
approved of him in 2009 is 
beginning to slide:

Obama Approval
vote rate

share In change
2008 2009-

election 2010

Single women 70% -14%
Moderates

White men 41% -14%
Hispanics 67% -13%
Suburbanites 50% .-,3%
Older voters 47%-13%
Young voters 66% -13%
Liberals 89% -9%
Blacks 85% -2%

©2010MCT
Source: Pew Research Center for the People 
& Press, Greenberg Quinlan Rosner 
research, voter exit polling 
Graphic: Los Angeles Times ________

President Barack Obama works the crowd after delivering a speech at the Moving America Forward Rally on the campus of the 
University of Southern California in Los Angeles, California, on Friday, Oct. 21, 2010.

| ZACH NITZKIN
® Press Managing Editor

As we approach the two-year anniversary of electing 
Barack Obama as our nations first black president, 
approval from those who were among the president’s 
staunchest supporters, college students, is dwindling.

“He’s a likeable guy, he’s hard not to like,” said NMC 
student Glenn Freeman. “It is strictly the policies that are 
turning people off.”

A recent poll of student voters administered by the 
Associated Press/mtvU shows 44 percent of students 
approve of the job the president is doing, while 37 
percent disapprove.

Those are relatively strong changes from the 60 and 
15 percent respectively he received in May 2009 from the 
same demographic. For the same faction of supporters 
who so thoroughly backed him to alter their opinion less than 
two years into the term must be, if nothing else, concerning.

As this November’s elections approach, far fewer 
politically charged, student organized events are occurring 
on campus. That may be in part due to the dramatic 
differences between midterm and presidential elections. 
But, the president’s diminished popularity amongst 
students is having an effect as well.

Experts attribute the decline in the president’s 
approval rating to his handling of key issues such as health

care reform, the economy and unemployment rates. 
Another factor that seems to be working against Obama 
is the enormous fanfare that was created by his election. 
With such an unprecedented beginning to his presidency, 
a decline in support was inevitable.

“The reality is there is a crest to the wave, and now 
he’s falling down into the trough,” said NMC student 
Gary Dauw. “It is just that the wave was a little higher this 
time because the hope was so high.”

The president’s policy decisions are not the only thing 
affecting student’s opinions.

In 2008, during the president’s now celebrated 
campaign, he vowed to change the way Washington 
works. The lack of bipartisanship and policy makers 
unwilling to compromise with those from across the aisle 
was one of Obama’s primary focuses.

Unfortunately, such changes can be difficult to 
implement in a time frame that suits the public’s expectations.

“His hopes and his aspirations were high. He’s a 
young man. He probably thought he could do more than 
he can and so did a lot of other people,” said Dauw. “No 
one man in this nation can enact that much change overnight.”

Even more difficult to please are those who projected 
their own hopes and aspirations onto the slogans which

garnered Obama such frenzied support.
Words like “Hope” and “Change” can be ambiguous. 

When people interpret those phrases to suit their 
individual needs some will inevitably be left feeling 
neglected. While this dilemma is not unique to college 
students, it affects their perspective of the president none 
the less.

So what is the president to do if he wants to win back 
the student vote which played a vital role in his election? 
“He needs to listen to the people,” said NMC student 
Charlie Stone. “Yes, he’s been given a short leash, but at 
the same time he’s making it even shorter by not attacking 
the issues students in general want to see addressed.”

The president has taken notice of these and other 
similar sentiments.

In recent weeks, Obama has made a point of 
realigning the student vote in his and his party’s favor.
On Oct. 17, the president addressed students at the 
nation’s largest school, Ohio State University, with a focus 
on rejuvenating Democratic voters who have become 
dispirited. Leading up to the election, he has spoken 
on numerous college campuses across the nation and 
is scheduled to continue to do so as part of his college 
campus tour.
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I BRANDY BRAY
Press Staff Columnist

BRAY BOSSORY
Are political ads worth it? I WAYNE BOSSORY

■ Press Staff Columnist

Illustration/ANJANETTE MERRIWEATHER

The constant flow of political ads on TV is out of control. These ads may provide a 
reprieve from the usual garbage we have to endure, but I would not go so far as to say 
that they are any better. Recent campaign ads are unproductive. They typically offer 
nothing more than political
mud slinging.

Both regular
commercials and campaign 
ads are doing nothing 
more than trying to sell 
us something by using 
false claims and deception.
Regular commercials at 
least show you what they 
are selling and tell you what 
you can expect to get out 
of their product — unlike 
campaign ads.

Sure, we get to see the 
candidate in these ads but 
we are never really told what 
their purpose is or what to 
expect to get out of them.
Getting the facts and 
avoiding the fiction is vital 
during campaign season. It 
is also extremely important 
to make your voice heard by 
casting your vote at every 
election whether it is a 
county, state, or presidential 
election. However, if voting 
is based on those TV ads I
would rather people did not vote. Misinformed voters going to the polls should be a 
terrifying thought for everyone.

Typically, people will make what they think is the best decision based on 
information provided to them. Our candidates should want people to vote for them 
based on their platform. This would mean providing voters with high impact messages, 
and not just slamming their opponents on TV.

The latest ads I have seen are distorting information about office aquariums and 
outsourcing business overseas. Although, I must admit, not all of the ads are filled with 
mud slinging. There are a few ads that feature happy looking babies and cute puppies.

This is really what the 21st century campaign season has boiled down to: loads 
of scare tactics with blips of cute and cuddly. I think the babies and puppies are 
an attempt to make up for all the heinous mud-slinging and make us believe these 
candidates have the ability to behave morally and ethically. Whatever happened to, “If 
you don’t have anything nice to say, don’t say anything at all?

Replacing campaign ads with live televised debates would be a great way for the 
candidates to get their message out there. If the debates were televised the only way not 
to participate would be to physically turn your TV off.

There would be virtually no room for misguided answers if the panel held the 
candidates responsible for their answers. Having to dig through mass amounts of 
contradictory information in order to find out what a candidate really stands for is not 
only time-consuming but extremely frustrating.

I would say these ads are nothing more than an annoyance. However, these ads do 
make an impact whether we think they do or not, because not everyone is going to do 
the necessary research to discover the facts behind candidates.

We have all noticed them. It is hard not to, really. October of an election year 
brings about those familiar political ads on TV. I cannot say that I have ever talked to 
anyone with a positive opinion of these commercials, but maybe it’s time for a fresh 

perspective.
A closer look offers at a few 

good things about the ads.
They are better than what they 
replace.

They provide a positive starting 
point when forming an opinion on a 
candidate
For starters, what exactly, if anything, 
are we losing? Normally, while 
watching TV, we are bombarded 
with a steady stream of very focused 
advertisements convincing us to buy 
things we do not really need.

Car companies subtly explaining 
how our lives would be better if we 
only owned a particular vehicle, to 
drug companies displaying the loving 
bond developed between father and 
son when Dad took prescription X to 
lower his blood pressure.

Is it really a disturbance to have 
these corporate ads replaced with 
messages from the groups and 
individuals who hope to represent us 
in our government?

Political ads present us, the voters, 
with a basic idea of the politician’s 
platform. Candidate A makes a

claim about lowering taxes. Candidate B counters a few days later with his idea about 
lowering taxes. Candidate A claims to be a good businessman. Candidate B keeps 
A honest with an ad about A’s outsourcing of jobs. The banter goes back and forth. 
Welcome to debate in the 21st century.

It is up to us, the voters, to take these debates and explore them further. At this 
point we have to exercise critical thinking. Take, for example, a candidate claiming he 
will lower taxes. This statement should lead us to questions. How and when will taxes 
be lowered? Is the candidate running for a position that has the authority to lower 
taxes? What specific taxes will be lowered? Will other taxes be raised or will new taxes 
be created to make up for the lost revenue? Will government jobs be lost because of the 
lower taxes?

It is up to us, the voters, to keep the candidates accountable for the answers. If 
the answers are not accessible with a reasonable effort, can’t we just assume that the 
candidate is not being honest with us? If the candidate won’t be honest, vote for 
someone else. The responsibility falls on the voters to wade through the misinformation 
and find the answers that are important to us.

Looking past the “mud slinging” is not always pleasant, but that is the small price 
we have to pay in order to live in a strong democratic government. We, the voters, keep 
these politicians accountable.

We need more political TV ads. Let the candidates make their arguments as often 
as possible. Let’s hear what they have to say.

*
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Board of trustees 
endorsements

THE ISSUE:
4 candidates vying for 2 NMC 

Board of Trustees seats
OUR VIEW:

Vote for
Bob Brick and Kennard Weaver

In an attempt to 
participate in more of the 
decision making processes on 
campus this fall, the White Pine 
Press decided to interview and 
endorse two of this year’s Board 
ofTrustees candidates.

In recent weeks, the
i WPP’s editorial board sat

down with each of the four
candidates and engaged them in a conversation regarding the current 
state of NMC as well as the dilemmas we as a community will face 
in the foreseeable future. Our interviews consisted of questions 
ranging from the prospects of increasing NMC revenues and cutting 
costs, to the employment practices used by the college. After four 
fruitful conversations, we as an editorial board have determined the 
following two candidates best suit the needs of the college and have 
the most innovative ideas to offer the existing board.

We would like to endorse incumbent 
Bob Brick for one of the Board ofTrustees 
openings. Mr. Brick displayed an immense 
knowledge of the fundamental ways 
in which NMC operates both fiscally 
and academically. He also shares our 
same enthusiasm for increasing social 
networking among students. NMC is a 
school of commuters. A large number of 
those enrolled neither live on-campus nor
spend any free time here. Brick seemed genuinely interested in 
creating new ways for students to interact outside the classroom. 
Additionally, we found the absence of a career center on campus one 
of NMC’s most glaring needs. Brick is an advocate of creating new 
ways for students to meet and interact with professionals on campus 
and offered unique ideas for ways to facilitate such networking.

We would also like to endorse Ken 
Weaver for one of the available seats on the 
Board ofTrustees. Weaver, a local attorney, 
has not served on the board in the past 
but has been a diligent attendee of board 
meetings over the last two years. Weaver 
made the most of his interview with the 
WPP, impressing those present with his 
in-depth understanding of the way in 
which NMC functions. He also had a firm 
understanding of the direction both the 
president and student body would like 
for the college to move. Weaver, who by 

his own admission has had to remake himself professionally many 
times over, is a strong advocate of adaptive education. He believes 
that by teaching students how to interact and adapt based on their 
environment and situation, those leaving NMC will be better 
prepared for real world difficulties. Perhaps most impressive was 
Weaver’s understanding of student priorities. Like Brick, Weaver 
seemed concerned regarding the unavailability of professionals on 
campus who can facilitate a graduate’s transition into the workforce 
from student life.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
I appreciated the reporting on energy in the Sept. 30 edition of the WPP. Students looking at the job market of the 
future may well keep a focus on energy as it will be one of the largest job-creating categories for all the reasons you 
outlined. It is a complex and compelling subject matter, but also can be one of the most rewarding and challenging 
fields available to the decision makers of tomorrow.

On Nov. 4, at 7 p.m., there is an excellent opportunity for students to listen to national energy expert at the 
Olsen Center right on the NMC campus. Craig Lewis from San Francisco will be the featured speaker for the 
Grand Vision Energy Group speaker series. He will be speaking on Feed-in Tariffs, a very promising energy policy 
that holds amazing job creation opportunities, and may even get its Michigan test drive right here in Traverse City 
with Traverse City Light and Power. More information on FITs is available at the local websiteTCFits.org.

I highly recommend you do some career research and attend this opportunity offered by the Grand Vision.
Tom Karas

WRITE US A LETTER

CHLOE BOUDJALIS ZACH NITZKIN KENDALL KAYE SPRATT
Editor-In-Chief Managing Editor A&E Editor

OUR POLICY: White Pine Press accepts let
ters to the editor from members of the col
lege and community. Letters should be less 
than 400 words, typewritten, and signed 
with your name, address and phone num
ber. Letters may be edited for clarity, gram
mar, spelling and length. Opinions expressed 
are not necessarily those of The White Pine 
Press staff or any college employee.

BY MAIL:
Mail submissions to:
White Pine Press
Letters to the Editor
1701 East Front St.
Traverse City, Ml 49686
BY EMAIL: whitepinepress@gmail.com 
BY FAX: (231)995-2110
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How do you decide who you're voting for?
"The choices they have 
made to get where they 
are now!"
Ryan Byers, 25
Math

"The way I would choose 
a political candidate 
would be to research the 
major runners and see 
which is the best for the 
long run."
Andy King, 22 
Vis-com/Art Director

"I'm too scared to vote 
because I don't know 
enough about politics.
I don't want my vote to 
influence the outcome 
in a negative way." 
Danielle Richie, 20 
Art Education

"It doesn't matter the 
party. If they have 
good values and their 
standards are similar to 
mine, than they are a 
good candidate."
Nick Dunlap, 19 
Science & Arts

"It depends what 
they stand for!"
Francis Hartsuff, 24
Business

"I compare my own moral 
standards to the candidate 
They should also be able 
to focus on the issues 
rather than bashing the 
other candidate."
Spencer Bauer, 19 
Automotive

CAMPUS QUOTES
Compiled by CALEB STRAIGHT

SOUND BVTES Curb Squirrels
"When it comes to the point where you occasionally 
look forward to being in prison on the basis that you 
might be able to spend a day reading a book, the 
realization dawns that perhaps the situation has become 
a little more stressful than you would like," JULIAN 
ASSANGE, Wikileaks founder on his inability to lead a normal 
life amidst controversy over the recent Military document 
leaks on his website. New York Times, 10/23/2010.

"We can see 2012 from our house." Former Alaska 
Governor SARAH PALIN warning president Barack Obama 
and other democrats that the Tea Party is for real and is 
headed for the White House. Mystateline.com, 10/23/2010.

"When the shark hit him, [Lucas] just said, 'Heip me, 
dude!"' MATHER GARCIA, whose friend Lucas Ransom 
was killed in a shark attack, on his friend's last words before 
being pulled under by what local authorities believe was a 
great white shark. The attack occurred off the coast of central 
California over the weekend of Oct. 22. CBSnews.com, 
10/23/2010.

"But we still think this epidemic has not reached its 
peak." IMOGEN WALL, of the United Nations Office for 
the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs on the outbreak 
of cholera cases in Saint-Marc, Haiti a rural area 60 miles 
outside of Port-au-Prince. Miami Herald, 10/23/10.

"It is not surprising that with a flourishing of fast 
food chains and use of Internet and cable television, 
the population has become more sedentary 
and overweight." DR. JACOB WARMAN, chief of 
endocrinology at the Brooklyn Hospital Center in response 
to a recent study that predicts new cases of diabetes will 
double in the U.S. by the year 2050. Businessweek.com, 
10/22/2010.

"I would understand if someone got caught doing it. 
Making it, that's different. It's shocking," GINA PARK, a 
sophomore at Georgetown University. On Saturday Oct. 23 
students received a rude awakening when police evacuated 
their dorm after finding a drug lab inside one of the rooms. 
CNN.com, 10/24/2010.

THE
B-W0RD
(BRANDY BRAY

Press Staff Columnist

There are traditions that need to be passed on 
generation-to-generation and we seem to be losing 
the basic principles for proper social interactions— 
which is very scary.

Recently, while sitting outside Horizon’s 
Cuppa Joe, I was engaged in conversation by a thin, 
well-dressed woman with grey hair sitting next to 
me. Our physical space had just been invaded by a 
group of three high school kids.

The lady looked at me and said, “Good thing I was 
sitting here or you would have been stuck with them.”

My response, “Then we would have had a nice 
conversation about common courtesy and social behavior.”

“It would have gone in one ear and out the 
other,” she said.

“Very true,” I said, “however, I would have talked until 
they left, therefore solving my problem” We both laughed.

I visit Horizon for the people-watching and 
the general atmosphere. Without fail though, every 
time I end up distracted and disturbed by the local 
curb squirrels.

Curb squirrels, in case you do not know, are 
the disgruntled youth of today who have nothing 
better to do than hang out downtown with no 
purpose. Also, they happen to sit on the curb.

Curb squirrels, unfortunately do not just 
sit quietly on the curb or collect nuts. They do 
however, smoke, skateboard everywhere, use 
excessive profanity, and are a general nuisance.

On numerous occasions, patrons and 
employees ask these adolescents to move away from 
the door and abide by the 15 foot rule for smoking.

The response is typical: a roll of the eyes, a 
drawn out sigh, and a general stance of defiance. A 
couple of weeks ago, there was a teenager smoking 
two feet from the front of Horizon. A gentleman 
offered to show these kids how far 15 feet from the 
door was. His first request was blatantly ignored.
It took this gentleman getting out of his chair to

persuade this kid to move away from the front of 
the building. Do kids have so little respect it takes 
the thought of violence to get them to react?

So, where does this insolence come from 
and why is it continuing to happen? The answer 
is parents. They are responsible for the actions of 
their children both good and bad. Maybe in trying 
not to be like our parents we have become more 
lenient generation after generation. Or it could be 
the movement to let children have more autonomy 
in order to develop naturally. Whatever it is, the 
theory is flawed and we are producing dreadful 
children.

I decided to talk to one of the moms that I 
nanny for and see what her perspective was.
“My generation of parents have been encouraged 
to parent in such a way that our kids are given a 
sense of empowerment and independence, while 
avoiding tactics that might make our children feel 
bad about themselves,” said Kim Beattie, a Traverse 
City resident. “The whole idea being we’ll help our 
kids have better self-esteem and thus they will be 
happier and better learners. Well, people have gone 
overboard with this feel-good philosophy. I feel that 
it has TOTALLY backfired and we have now created 
a generation of children who have this ridiculous 
sense of entitlement coupled with a complete lack of 
respect for elders and authority.”

So, if parents have created this generation of 
hedonistic privileged children how do we fix it? 
Self-esteem and not putting your children down 
is a good way to raise children but that doesn’t 
mean they get full autonomy over their own lives. 
Structure is important in any capacity; work, 
school, home it keeps things working properly that 
is why as adults we have a boss and we are held 
accountable for our actions. If the world were run 
with no structure it would be a free-for-all and that 
is precisely how this generation is acting—like the 
world is theirs.

Guess what—it is not yours. I applaud the 
parents who raise their children the “old-fashioned” 
way. As for the people who do not tolerate the local 
curb squirrels, I say keep up the good work.

%
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Where they stand:
A look at camdates for governor

Virgo Bernero
Democratic Candidate

Ken Proct
Libertarian Party"'

Education Reform
Expand pre-K programs, so that all 
4 year olds are enrolled by the year 
2020. Create full-day Kindergarten 
classes. Increase school days. Avoid 
cutting school budgets mid-year. 
Bring back the Michigan Promise 
scholarship to increase the availabil
ity of higher education.
Create more “business friendly” 
taxes
Bernero plans to eliminate the 
Michigan Business tax.
Control rising tuition rates 
Work with colleges and universities 
to avoid “avoid substantial cuts,” so 
long as they agree to stop increas
ing tuition and to become more 
efficient.
Protecting Michigan’s
Environment
Adopt an “aggressive approach 
to energy conservation.” Protect 
Michigan’s freshwater from invasive 
species and offshore drilling. This 
will continue to promote tourism 
and recreation.
GLBT
Bernero has supported increased 
protection of GLBT against hate 
crimes. He has worked to create 
felony charges for harassing, intimi
dating, or committing hate crimes 
based on sexual orientation.

Cut state programs
In a nutshell, less is more. Reduce 
government spending to meet actual 
demands of a reduced population.
Cut total number of state employees 
along with an agency that inhibits job 
creation and business growth. Proctor 
asks “What state programs are truly 
essential to your personal well-being?” 
His answer? Few.
No more “incentives”
“Incentives” are “handouts.” They 
provide an unfair advantage to 
businesses that have friends in Lansing. 
As Governor, Proctor promises to 
vote against all handouts to special 
industries, such as the Auto, Green, 
and Film industries.
Michigan Business Tax 

Will immediately repeal over a four 
year period, and will not replace it 
with any tax.
Right to work
Every worker in Michigan should 
be free to join or not join a union. 
Membership into union should not be 
forced on an employee by the state or 
employer.

LOCAL EDUCATION
/or

LOCAL JOBS
Website: weavernmctrustee.com 

Email: weavermctrustee@gmail.com
Paid for by the committee to elect Kennard Weaver, P.0. Box 5543, Traverse City, Michigan 49696

Rick Snydei
Republican Candidate

Create more and better jobs
According to the Michigan
Department of Agriculture in June 
2009, food production, processing, 
and distribution created over 1 mil
lion Michigan jobs, and generated 
$71 billion annually to Michigan’s 
economy. Reforming the current 
permit system, creating a “fast-track” 
approval process for permits and 
expanding Agri-tourism will help to 
increase employment.
Reform Michigan’s tax system 
Eliminating the Michigan Business 
Tax (MBT) and replacing it with a 
flat rate corporate of 6% of income 
will allow businesses to expand, gen
erate better income, and hire more 
workers.
Create an environment that will 
keep our youth in Michigan
For youth retention to improve, job 
opportunities must be made available. 
Installing programs to connect more 
college students with employment 
opportunities before they graduate 
will encourage more young profes
sionals to remain in Michigan. 
Restore cities and reduce urban 
sprawl
Tax credits will be awarded to those 
who live and work in city limits in 
an effort to create “communities of 
opportunities.” Restoring funding for 

arts and culture preservation will 
strengthen cities. Encouraging a 
strong working relationship with 
local law enforcement will help to 
ensure safer living conditions. 
Restore cities and
reduce urban sprawl 
Tax credits will be awarded to those 
who live and work in city limits in 
an effort to create “communities of 
opportunities.” Restoring funding 
for arts and culture preservation 
will strengthen cities. Encouraging 
a strong working relationship with 
local law enforcement will help to 
ensure safer living conditions.

icy
US Rd
Stacy Mathia

axpayers Pa:

Reinstate the 10th Amendment
Mathia claims current Governor 
Granholm signed away Michigan’s 
sovereignty to the Federal government in 
2007 under the Canada-US Civil Defense 
plan. She would reinstate the 1 Oth 
amendment to undo this.
Slash spending
Mathia believes the government has taken 
over the responsibilities of the individual 
citizen. Thus, she advocates cutting 
the Michigan Business Tax, wasteful 
government programs, and counseling for 
child molesters and murderers.
Pro-gun rights
Mathia wants to bring to Michigan arms 
and ammunition manufacturers, revoke 
taxation on these items, and not require 
serial numbers on firearms. She supports 
the creation of a Hunter’s and Fisherman’s 
Bill of Rights.
Reduce Law enforcement,
increase Peace officers
Mathia wants law enforcement in the 
courtroom, not on the streets. She does 
not believe that Michigan needs policing. 
Her plan is to increase the number of 
Peace Officers. The state should be 
making firearms (with serial numbers) 
and ammunition for Peace Officers. 
Officers should keep these specially made 
firearms at retirement —“as a thank you 
for good service.”

Harley Mikkelson,
Green Party

Energy efficiency through urban 
development
Create vibrant urban spaces with better 
infrastructures as a means to improve 
energy efficiency. Extend the city 
income tax statewide to pay for urban 
improvements.
Local food production
Encourage the development of local food 
production and sustainable agriculture. 
Move Michigan to a graduated property 
tax system that gives smaller farms and 
local farmers and food processors tax 
breaks.
Reform educational system
Our current system was designed for an 
agricultural society— one that gives the 
summers off so students could help out or 
the farm. We are no longer an agricultural 
society. We need to redesign the system 
to accommodate our society. We live in 
a postindustrial society. Schools should 
operate all day, every day. Children should 
be in school, not in day care.
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Campaign spending by outside groups tops $257 million

I DAVID LIGHTMAN
McClatchy Newspapers (MCT) Washington

With a week to go before the elections, independen t groups, most of them with 
sharp partisan leanings, have spent $257.7 million to influence political campaigns, 
nearly quadrupling such interest groups’ total spending in the last midterm election, 
according to a Washington watchdog group.

In 2006, the last nonpresidential congressional election year, the groups spent a 
total of $68.8 million for the election, according to information from the Center for 
Responsive Politics, which tracks the data.

Outside spending 2010 5
Spending by outside groups has grown dramatically 
this election year now that corporations, unions and 
others can make campaign contributions directly 
and without disclosure. Outside spending in off-year 
(non-presidential) elections, in millions:

$68.9

$257.7

"Voters should have a healthy dose of skepticism and a steady 

finger on the remote to change the channel,"

David Levintha!
Spokesman for the Center for Responsive Politics.

'90 ’94 ’98 ’02 ’06 ’10*
*As of Oct. 25, 2010

Spending by conservative groups this year is more than 2 to 1 ahead of spending by more 
liberal groups. In 2006, when Democrats regained control of Congress, liberal spending 
led by about 2 to 1. The 2010 spending spree is shattering records thanks partly to an 
unusually competitive year when control of Congress appears up for grabs, but largely 
due to the Supreme Courts ruling last January in Citizens United v. Federal Election 
Commission.

The 5-4 decision removed curbs on independent expenditures by corporations and 
unions, freeing them to spend without limit from their own treasuries on campaign ads 
and advocacy efforts so long as they aren’t coordinated with candidates’ campaigns.

Under tax and campaign finance laws, most such groups don’t have to disclose their 
donors until after the election. Just how much all this spending matters to the outcome 
of the elections Nov. 2 is unclear. Experts have long thought that money can help define 
lesser-known candidates, for better or worse.

They also stress that money alone won’t win a race, however, particularly since voters 
often become numbed by repetitive advertising.

“Television ads are important in driving voter perceptions of candidates in a race,” 
said Jonathan Collegio, a spokesman for the groups, though he added, “At a certain 
point, any advertising will result in diminishing returns, especially in the last weeks of an 
election cycle.”

The other question that the spending barrage raises is whether voters are being badly 
misinformed, confused by the barrage of charges and countercharges and uncertain 
whom the groups with haughty-sounding names represent.

Down to the wire
Spending in recent weeks by outside groups** 
Week of

’’Includes 
polttoai party 
spending for 
independent 
expenditures

©2010 MCT
Source:

OpenSecr 
ets.org 

Graphic: 
Judy 
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If you Vote 
Straight Party here...

PARTISAN SECTION

STRAIGHT PARTY TICKET 
Vote for not more than 1 

Republican Party t ) 

Democratic Party CZD 
a____ Green Party CZj |

Q U.S. Taxpayers Party I 1 

JjL. Libertarian Party CD 

Natural Law Party CZD

...you may make an exception 
and also Vote here

COUNTY

COUNTY COMMISSIONER 
7TH DISTRICT 

Vote for not more than 1

Christine Maxbauer I I 
Republican

Tom Mair ZZ) 
Green

This is called a “Split Ticket”

“People don’t like to think they’re being bought,” said Trevor Potter, a former Federal 
Election Commission chairman who is now the president of the nonpartisan Campaign Legal 
Center. However, he warned, evidence long has shown that advertising compels people to buy 
certain products, and “it seems unlikely a lot of those calculations are wrong.”

One of the more active independent groups is American Crossroads, a political 
campaign group whose board chairman is former Republican Parry Chairman Michael 
Duncan, and its sister organization, Crossroads Grassroots Policy Strategies, an issue 
advocacy organization. Karl Rove, who was President George W. Bush’s political guru, is 
an informal adviser to both.

“Voters should have a healthy dose of skepticism and a steady finger on the remote to 
change the channel,” said David Levinthal, a spokesman for the Center for Responsive Politics.

Among outside independent groups, the conservative American Action Network 
is the top spender so far, at $22.7 million, followed by American Crossroads, at $18 
million, and Crossroads GPS, at $11.5 million.

Also listed as big spenders are two labor unions friendly to Democrats: the 
jsgl Service Employees International Union, at $11.3 million, and the American 

Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees, at $10.5 million.
The chief beneficiaries so far have been Senate races in Colorado, where outside 

groups had poured in $29.7 million as of Monday with GOP-friendly groups 
giving slightly more and Pennsylvania, where $18.8 million has been spent and 
where Democratic-allied groups have a slight edge.

Outside spending is also heavy in Washington state, with $14.4 million;
Nevada, with $14.2 million; and Arkansas, with $13.3 million. The efforts of 
Republican challengers Dino Rossi in Washington state and Sharron Angle in 
Nevada are getting more help than Democratic incumbents are in those states, but 
in Arkansas, Sen. Blanche Lincoln, though trailing badly in the polls, has seen a 
slight outside spending advantage.

The House of Representatives race that’s attracting the most outside cash has 
been Nevada’s 3rd District battle between incumbent Democrat Dina Titus and 
Republican Joe Heck. About $6.1 million has been spent, with Titus holding an 
edge in the district, which stretches from Las Vegas’ suburbs to the Arizona border.

VOTE for TOM MAIR
County Commissioner 7th District
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Amazing grace in Haiti
Dr. Martin Arkin to address NMC student greens Nov. 16

I GORDON T. SMITH
I Press Staff Writer

Over the course of seven days in Fond des Blancs, 
Haiti, Dr. Martin Arkin and a team of nine other 
volunteers fought to improve or restore the vision of 
one thousand Haitians. The team worked out of St. 
Boniface hospital, which is the only health care option 
for Haitians living in that remote area of the country.

Facing the heat of Haiti in July and a limited 
window of time, the team needed to get the eye 
clinic set up and running. On the teams arrival to St. 
Boniface, the hospital’s staff accommodated Arkin and 
the team with several rooms to work in.
There was no pretense of tourism from Arkin.

“We arrived and got set up,” he said, “we were 
seeing patients the next morning.”

There were plenty of patients to see with hundreds 
waiting outside of the makeshift clinic. Over the course 
of the week the team treated one thousand Haitians. 
Thirty received surgery to address problems that either 
already affected vision, or inevitably would. These 
surgeries consisted mostly of the removal of cataracts, 
tumors, and inflammatory membranes. Along with the 
removal of pterygium which is believed to be caused by 
exposure to UV light. Without surgery, the vision of 
many of these patients would have likely deteriorated 
into blindness.

“The operating room was actually very nice. It had 
AC that worked part of the time,” Arkin laughed as he 
described the hospital.

However, the fact remained that St. Boniface did 
not have the equipment that the team would need to 
take care of the patients. This proved to be a logistical

nightmare in post-earthquake Haiti as airlines had put 
in place bag restrictions.

“The hardest part was bringing all of the 
equipment,” said Arkin. “[The organizers of St. 
Boniface] would have people, who weren’t doctors and 
were just going to help or learn about Haiti, bring one 
suitcase of supplies and one personal bag. This went on 
for months and months in order to provide the supplies 
and equipment needed for surgery.”

Beyond the immediate assistance that Arkin 
provided by performing the surgeries, there was also 
Dr. Vernot. Vernot, a Haitian doctor, had come to St. 
Boniface to assist with the eye clinic and study under 
Arkin. Helping to train a doctor is given even more 
significance given the fact that Port Au Prince, the 
capital and one of the most devastated areas of Haiti, is 
also the home of Haiti’s only medical schools.

“By training him and assisting in the training we 
hope that we’ll have a more long-term effect. Education 
goes a long way.” Dr. Arkin thinks for a moment, 
reflecting on Haiti’s need for medical professionals.

“We were able to leave some of the equipment there 
for them to use,” he said, “and they will be able to get a 
more permanent eye clinic set up.” In his eyes, there is 
hope for the future of Haiti.

For students interested in hearing more about 
Arkin’s mission trip to Haiti he will be speaking to the 
NMC Student Greens and the Traverse Bay Watershed 
Greens at Shine Cafe in Horizon Books, Nov. 16 at 
6:30 p.m.

EARTHQUAKE DAMAGE IN HAITI was still 
plainly visible in July of this year.

HAITIAN CHILD IN NEED OF SURGERY One
of a thousand patients to be treated by Dr. Martin 
Arkin on his seven-day trip.

THE DOCTOR IS IN, Dr. Martin Arkin (far right) 
at St. Boniface hospital in Fond des Blancs, Haiti. 
Dr. Vernot (far left) came to St. Boniface to train 
with Dr. Arkin.POST SURGERY, a Haitian woman comforted by a hospital organizer.
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Live lecture recording available now at your local college

TECHNO
BABBLE
ITOMAUCH

Press Staff Columnist

At the recent Professional Development day at the 
Hagerty Center, NMC got a chance to see some very 
interesting lecture capture technology that is currently 
available to faculty for almost any class.

The Camtasia relay system developed by Techsmith, 
was implemented by NMC in 2008 and is a way for live 
lectures, presentations or even meetings to be recorded 
for playback in a variety of formats from a Mac, PC 
or iPod.

The technology is not for all types of classes as it 
records the instructors voice as well as capturing the 
screen movements on the computer. There would be 
no way to see the graphic dissection of a fetal pig or the 
reproduction of an ample bosom in life drawing class. 
However, it works out well for Scott Goethals, who 
teachers a variety of computer and networking classes.
“I love it and it’s so easy. I’ve found that learning is 
improved because students can review what we went over 
in class that day, easily and as many times as they wish.

Some have said that it would compromise attendance but 
I haven’t seen that at all,” said Goethals.

The beauty of it is that it’s almost all automated.
There are no technical decisions for presenters. All of 
the heavy lifting is done at a central server and it is all 
completed within a few hours.

Every classroom computer has a shortcut to the 
Relay application on the desktop. An instructor logs 
into the application using his regular network log-in and 
password. Once the application is open, there will be a 
“profile” for each class course they use Relay for. They 
select the appropriate profile, check their microphone 
level and then click the big red record button.

The application does a countdown and then 
minimizes to the tool tray. You are now recording audio 
and anything that is happening on the desktop screen. 
The instructor can reopen the application from the tool 
tray and pause the recording or stop it. They can submit 
the recording to the Relay server or delete it.

When submitting, the instructor gives the recording 
a title and can “trim” the beginning or end of the 
recording. Once the recording is submitted, it may take 
several minutes to upload to the Relay server. The server 
then encodes into the desired profile format and it is 
sent to a profile-determined destination. This is usually 
Moodle but could also include YouTube-EDU.

NMC has a site on YouTube where some of our 
instructors are sending their recorded lectures—www. 
youtube.com/user/NWMichiganCollege.
Applications can be endless for students who can’t make 
it to class for a variety of reasons.

Some colleges and universities are implementing 
the program as a preventative measure already. James 
Madison University in Virginia has assembled a plan 
so faculty could keep on teaching despite an epidemic 
or weather emergency. In fact, during last year’s flu 
epidemic, where Traverse City’s public schools closed, 
NMC considered implementing this technology system 
wide, according to Bob Chauvin, Technical Coordinator 
for Education Media Technologies.

Currently there are approximately thirty instructors 
taking advantage of the lecture capture system with more 
scheduled to sign up in spring.

The bottom line is that this technology could enable 
instructors to do more, more easily, and allow them 
to focus on what really matters: effective delivery of 
subject matter through the dialogue that naturally occurs 
between student and teacher.

For more information contact Educational Media 
Technologies at 995-1078.

Cottage pie, the perfect comfort food
Online?

TASTE OF 
HOME

■
 JEANETTE HAGBERG

Press Staff Columnist

In the colder months (not that we are quite there yet) meat 
and potatoes seem to taste better. This is a twist on a traditional 
English recipe. I love to have bacon, cheese and garlic on my 
mashed potatoes and thought that they would be a delicious 
addition to this recipe.

The wonderful thing about this recipe is that the vegetables 
can be altered to your tastes. I like to bake it in a cast iron Dutch 
oven, but it works just as well in a glass baking pan. As a side 
note, cast iron is wonderful to cook with. It is an investment 
and you need to make sure you know how to take care of it, but 
cast iron is a wonderful (and healthier) alternative to modern 
nonstick surfaces (such as Teflon).

Ingredients:
3 slices of bacon ($0.83)
1 Tbs barbecue sauce ($0.05)
5 potatoes, peeled and cut into chunks ($1.00) 
1/2 cup milk ($.08)
1 Tbs butter ($.08)
1 small garlic clove, diced ($.10)
1/4 cup sliced baby carrots ($0.35)
1 can whole kernel corn ($.69)
1/4 cup of frozen peas ($0.10)
1/2 cup shredded cheddar cheese ($0.47)

Check

www.whitepinepress.org

Photo/JEANETTE HAGBERG

Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
1. Place potatoes in a large saucepan and bring to

a boil over medium heat. Boil for 15-20 minutes.
2. In a small saucepan, boil carrots for 15 minutes. 

Drain and set aside.
3. Fry bacon in a large skillet, set aside.
4. Brown ground beef. Stir in barbeque sauce.
5 Drain and mash the potatoes. Add milk, butter, 

garlic and bacon.
6. In a glass baking pan, spread beef on the bottom, 

and cover with vegetables. Spread mashed pota 
toes over the vegetables, and sprinkle cheese on top.

7. Bake for 20-25 minutes.
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Troxell's Top 5: Horror Movies
Want to watch a movie that will creep you out, make you scream or excite your brain? 

Check out our Top 5 Horror Movies to watch this Halloween season!

I TRAVIS TROXELL
Press Staff Writer

Trick 'r Treat
As this was Michael Doughertys first feature 

length film, he has to be commended on how 
amazingly entertaining “Trick ‘r Treat” is. This is the 
best Halloween movie by far. Everything about it is 
near perfection. Sam (Quinn Lord), the pumpkin
faced child in pajamas really teaches some characters 
a thing or two about Halloween traditions. For 
instance, did you know you’re not supposed to 
blow out your Jack-o-Lantern before midnight 
on Halloween? It is an invitation for evil spirits to 
enter your home. One segment in the movie, The 
Halloween School Bus Massacre, reminded me of a 
story I had heard and was terrified of when I was a
kid. It’s certainly the most creepy portion of “Trick ‘r Treat”, but with a nice comedic 
twist at the end of the film for a grumpy old drunk Mr. Kreeg (Brian Cox). Without 
giving away spoilers, the coolest portion of the film follows Laurie (Anna Paquin) and 
her pack of friends as they find dates for a Halloween party with some wicked intentions. 
Moneca Delain, who plays Janet/Little Bo Peep, adds some nice comic relief by double 
fisting, spacing out, and constandy drinking whatever brew is in her pink plaid flask. 

Scream
“Scream” makes my list because what is better than a 

90s slasher flick? What I would consider to be Wes Cravens 
last decent movie is such an iconic horror film. Who doesn’t 
know who “Ghostface” is, how he kills, or what franchise he 
is from? Naturally some people don’t like this film because 
of how 90s everything looks, and some of the special effects 
really could have been better.

If you’re entertaining the idea of watching a psychotic 
man with a knife, then look no further. Despite doing 
everything that is wrong to do in a slasher film, they do it 
anyway while making jokes about it. The characters react 
a bit more realistically than in most killer movies—some 
actually put up a fight. Neve Campbell, Drew Barrymore,
Rose McGowan, Courteney Cox and David Arquette star in
this movie. There is also a cameo from Linda Blair as a reporter.

Interview with the Vampire
I was always very hesitant to watch “Interview with 

the Vampire” because I can’t stand Tom Cruise or Brad 
Pitt because their star power overpowers their acting. They 
play an experienced vampire, Lestat (Cruise) and the new 
born Louis (Pitt).

I couldn’t help being skeptical when I watched this... But I 
have to say: this is a real vampire film. No sparkles, no abusive, 
forbidden love, no creeptastic Edward Cullen-like dialogue.
They impressed me by making their tales of loneliness, charisma, 
sensuality, and murder more believable and created a time in 
history that seemed like vampires could actually exist. Claudia, 
the bratty, doll-like homicidal “daughter” to Lestat, is played by a 
very young Kirsten Dunst. For being so young, her performance 
was spectacular, especially creepy and entertaining with lines like “I 
promise I’ll get rid of the bodies.” I don’t know how anyone could
say they are a vampire fen and not have seen this film, or even read the book. The film deals heavily 
with vampire codes, laws, and their never-ending life after death.

The Craft
“The Craft” is a supernatural horror film from 

Andrew Fleming. Sarah (Robin Tunney) is the new girl 
at a Catholic high school.. She feels alienated until a girl 
in her class sees her use magic. This girl and her friends 
also practice magic and are excited to have a fourth 
member so they can become a Coven. The girls 
have the problem of using magic for personal gain. 
When practicing on a beach, Nancy (Fairuza Balk), 
who could be foreseen as the antagonist from the 
beginning, becomes extremely powerful, and turns 
on Sarah, because she tried to bind her powers. The 
three other witches make Sarah see illusions, but she 
becomes even more powerful than the others in the 
coven, she is able to bind Nancy’s powers.

It’s a very dramatic, dark, and sometimes 
depressing film, but a very well done suspenseful story 
of witches and the struggle for power and personal 
gain. It’s not as timeless as other 90s films, but it’s 
an entirely engaging movie. The cast does a good 
job, and the characters develop as their powers grow 
stronger.

Sorority Row
Most people write this film off as a bad movie 

simply because Audrina Patridge of The Hills was cast 
as Megan. Does it help that she is the first to die in the 
beginning? A prank gone wrong ends up in the murder 
of a sorority sister, and instead of going to the police, 
Jessica (Leah Pipes) plans to dispose of the body despite 
Cassidy’s (Briana Evigan) plea to turn themselves in.
On graduation day, all who were involved in the cover 
up/murder get threatening text messages from Megan’s 
phone. They think it’s a sick joke, until they start getting 
killed off and they find out that the killer is much closer 
to them than they thought.

I love this movie. It’s like “Mean Girls” meets 
“Scream”. The writers did a wonderful job with the 
dialogue and one-liners. As far as horror films go, it isn’t 
that scary, but sometimes it gels very tense.
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Fall music preview
The Pretty Reckless

■ TRAVIS TROXELL
Press Staff Writer

Paranormal Activity 2

Most people are immediately wary when they hear an ac
tress from a TV show like “Gossip Girl” is starting a band. Taylor 
Momsen (Jenny Humphery), who was sixteen at the time, was 
no exception to the scare, but when I actually heard her band 
The Pretty Reckless’ first publicity single, “Blender” I was actu
ally shocked at how well she could sing.

For being 17, the singer has a mature voice reminiscent of Joan 
Jett with musical influences from The White Strips and Nirvana.

The Pretty Reckless’ 
album, Light Me Up, is very 
reminiscent of 90s rock music.

The band members in
clude, Momsen (vocals and 
rhythm guitarist), Ben Phillips 
(guitar), Mark Damon (bass) 
and Jamie Perkins (drums).

“Make Me Wanna Die” 
their first single, performed 
poorly in the US charts, de
spite being featured in the film 
and soundtrack to “Kick Ass.”

It is a decent song, but does not show off Momsen’s ability 
to sing or write music.

“Miss Nothing” was The Pretty Reckless’ second single. It 
was a good choice, but also did not chart well. The bridge of the 
song has a nice strumming, upbeat sound with a great hook.
The title track, “Light Me Up” is one of my favorites on the 
album. I take it as basically an “F You” to the world, but with a 
catchy melody and possible hints at Momsen’s cigarette addiction.

An older favorite, which was released on their EP is “Goin’ 
Down.” The song starts off as a confession to a priest, which then 
turns into a story of sex, murder and the band’s views 
on religion.

“Perhaps there is something that we could work out/ I no
ticed your breathing is starting to change/ we could go in the 
back behind all these stacks of bibles/ And get out of this cage.” 
The music in this song brings back memories of My Chemical 
Romance’s debut LP, which is definitely one of their best songs.

The band’s third single is “Just Tonight” I could see this get
ting some decent airplay. It’s a gloomy rock ballad with a nice use 
of vocal effects. The violins oddly add a pop factor into the song, 
making it seem a bit more generic than some of the rest, which is 
unfortunate. The Killers seem to be an influence in this track.

Momsen sounds the most natural and less “hard” in “You” 
which is a beautiful, acoustic guitar and violin record. The lyrics 
are a definite change from the rest of the record, they are much more 
vulnerable. This kind of song fits her very nicely. This is by far the 
best song on the album. It’s very similar to Ingrid Michaelson.

Although I enjoy Momsen’s voice, her age shows through 
in most of her songs, and makes them almost less believable. In 
a few years her voice should get to where she wants it, but for 
now she should really stick to the sound she demonstrates in her 
demos and “You” I feel that Momsen still fairs well against other 
singers her age by having a stronger voice than Selena Gomez 
and a more memorable edge than Taylor Swiff.

Because of interesting lyrics, great music and a talented lead 
singer I am positive we will be seeing and hearing a lot more of 
The Pretty Reckless in the future. Similar to: Joan Jett, The Don
nas, Nirvana, and The Runaways. Songs to Download: You, Fac
tory Girl, Goin’ Down. Song to Skip: Since You’re Gone.

I TYLER MARTIN
Press Staff Writer

‘Paranormal Activity” is back with a sequel and this time it reigns terror on a new family. It 
returns a year later with double the budget, but is it still scary or was it just a one-hit wonder?
The story is about a family of four: the dad, his new wife, the dad’s daughter and the baby.

The family moves into a house and within only a couple of days, they come home and see the 
house has been completely trashed. They are shocked at first, but they are not completely freaked out 
because nothing was stolen in the process. They clean up the house and decide not worry about it 
but soon enough the terror begins again; this time with stomping feet, slamming doors and cabinets 
and pots falling from the hooks. Basically everything that scared people that saw the first one is back.

If I had to choose a word that would symbolize the film it would be ‘creepy. The credit goes to 
the director who took what did work in the first film and brought it back in the full effect.

What the director also learned from the mistakes of the first film was that he should spread the 
scares all over the house instead of just having terror reign In the bedroom as the first film.
Also the fact that he had the characters get security cameras all around the house inside and out 
instead of having someone hold a camera and run around makimg everything so disoriented that 
viewers decide to tune out until the camera stops shaking. This was a real game-changer.

I liked that the film really uses the environment around them to scare the viewers. By using pots, 
cabinets, doors, stairs and incorporating a dog and using it as a great effect and having a lot of the 
scary moments take place during the day time they really take the movie to new heights.
It scared me the most because it gave me the feeling that this thing can and will take you anytime 
during the day, its just a matter of when it will decide to take you.

Another thing I liked about this film compared to the first one was that the characters were much 
more likeable. They acted like a real family 
and how one would react to these events 
in real life.The writers finally told a story 
behind the reason why this ghost or demon is 
terrorizing people or specifically this family.

With every like I have I also have a dislike 
and this film was no exception.

Even though this film is scary, it still 
doesn’t have the same effect that we got in the 
first film since they didn’t do anything new.

I was irritated that nothing happens to 
anyone for the first twenty or thirty minutes.
A chair moves here or a door opens slightly, 
but that’s about it! I know they are trying to 
build tension but give us something!

Even though the house gets destroyed in 
the beginning of the film, the family decides 
not to leave for a little bit in case someone 
comes back. Instead they stay without any 
protection. No security—not even a gun!
I know this is a film, but let’s be realistic here.

This happens throughout the film, 
something crazy would happen to the 
daughter and she would capture it on film, 
show it to her dad and he would dismiss it.

In the end, “Paranormal Activity 2” is 
superior to “Paranormal Activity” but it’s 
essentially a remake of the first film.

Warning! If you didn’t like the first film, you are definitely not going to like this film.
I went to this film with very low expectations..! did not like the first one and I was sure that 
the second would not win me over! However I ended up liking this film much more than I ever 
expected.

My suggestion would be to wait until you can rent it. Gather your friends in the sanctity of your 
own home and turn the sound all the way up. It is way creepier to watch it in your own home, 
where everything around you creaks and makes noises, adding to the effect of the movie!

*

*1
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Rent it or 
forget it

I MEGHAN GOULDER
Press Staff Writer

Blast from the Past
Back to the Future: 25th Anniversary

■
 MEGHAN GOULDER
Press Staff Writer

“Sex and the City 2” out on DVD
The most fashionable ladies ever to hit Manhattan as a single force 

are back! Carrie (Sarah Jessica Parker), Samantha (Kim Cattrall), Miranda 
(Cynthia Nixon) and Charlotte (Kristin Davis) are still fabulous as ever 
“in Sex and the City 2.”
These lovely ladies still manage to dazzle with their banter and great 
outfits that made the HBO series and the first film so successful.

“Sex and the City 2” picks up two years after the first film with 
Carrie, now married to Mr. Big (Chris Noth), and still living in New York 
City.

Carrie’s afraid that her and Big’s relationship has lost its sparkle, 
begging the questions, “What happens after you say, I do? And Is cozy 
staying-in and lying-low a true death-spell to romance?”

Samantha lands an all-expenses-paid luxury trip from an Arab 
sheikh, who also ofFers to pay for all four girls to go to Abu Dhabi.

The ladies are extremely thrilled at the opportunity to escape from 
reality for a little while.

Carrie is shocked to run into her ex-fiance, Aidan (John Corbett), 
in the middle of a Middle Eastern marketplace. How will this chance 
encounter and a dinner date she affect her relationship with Big? Is she 
playing with fire?

Guys, we know that this isn’t going to be something you’ll want to 
watch, but girls this is a great movie to watch with your gal pals!

Die-hard fans of
“Sex and the City” will Parker’ catYsau

love this film because of 
the hilarious, surprising, 
and over the top 
moments “Sex and the 
City” is known for.

Rated R for some 
strong sexual content 
and language.
Running Time:
2 hrs. 27 min.

0AV1S NIXON

Wow! I cannot believe that it has been 
a quarter of a century since “Back to the 
Future” came out back in 1985-

I have so many great memoires of this film! 
Marty McFly (Michael J. Fox) is just a typical 
teenager living in Hill Valley, California, in the 
80s. Marty is being mentored by his friend, the 
slightly mad scientist Dr. Emmett “Doc” Brown 
(Christopher Lloyd).

Doc calls Marty and asks him to come to 
the Twin Pines Mall to see a DeLorean DMC- 
12, which he has modified into a time machine, 
powered by plutonium — a device he calls the 
“flux capacitor.”

Doc explains that the car travels to a 
programmed date upon reaching 88 miles per 
hour. Doc uses his dog Einstein to test the time 
machine making the dog the world’s first time traveler!

Before Doc can make the trip twenty-five 
years into the future, the Libyan terrorists he 
stole the plutonium from show up and gun 
him down. Marty attempts to escape in the 
DeLorean, but in the process reaches the speed 
of 88 miles per hour and is transported back to 
Nov. 5, 1955, a date Dr. Emmett Brown entered 
as an example to Marty as the date he invented 
his flux capacitor.

Marty finds Doc in 1955 and must convince 
Doc that he is from the future. When Doc asks 
him who the President is in 1985 Marty tells 
him its Ronald Reagan to which Doc response 
“the actor! Who’s the Vice President, Jerry Lewis. 
How could an actor ever be President thirty years 
in to the future?” When President Reagan first 
saw the joke about him being president, he made 
the projectionist of the theater stop the reel, roll 
it back, and run it again.

Finally Marty convinces Doc that he is from 
the future and asks him to help him return to 
1985- Doc is aghast by the fact the time machine 
requires 1.21 giga watts of power. He tells Marty 
that the only possible source of that amount of 
power is a bolt of lightning. Marty remembers 
that lightning will strike the courthouse clock 
tower the following Saturday at 10:04 p.m.
Doc also deduces that Marty has prevented his 
parents from meeting. He tells Marty he must

find a way to get them together or he will never 
exist. Marty must make certain his teenage 
parents kiss and fall in love at the “Enchantment 
Under the Sea” dance.

The lightning strikes at 10:04 p.m., 
successfully sends Marty back to 1985, but 
he is too late to prevent Doc from being 
shot. However, Doc reveals he was wearing a 
bulletproof vest. Then he drops Marty off at 
home and leaves in the time machine for the 
future. Marty awakens the next morning to find 
his home and family significantly improved and 
happier. Doc arrives, insisting that Marty and his 
girlfriend Jennifer accompany him to the future 
to sort out a problem with their kids. With Doc 
at the wheel once again, Marty and Jennifer 
get in the updated time machine, now a flying 
DeLorean hover car powered by nuclear fusion. 
Marty tells Doc he better back up because they 
don’t have enough road to get up to 88 mph, to 
which Doc responses “Roads? Where we’re going, 
we don’t need roads,” and then blasts off into 
the future.

President Ronald Reagan, a fan of the film, 
referred to the movie in his 1986 State of the 
Union Address. “Never has there been a more 
exciting time to be alive, a time of rousing 
wonder and heroic achievement. As they said 
in the film “Back to the Future”, ‘Where we’re 
going, we don’t need roads.’”

When I think about the legacy of this timeless 
movie it takes me back to my childhood with . 
Saturday morning cartoons I would play the 
soundtrack on my record player and dance to 
the “The Power of Love.”

When I was five-years-old, I got to meet the 
dog Einstein, a Doc impersonator, and got to see 
the DeLorean DMC-12 in person! All of these 
were truly wonderful memories for me.
The movies are important to me, as I know they 
are to millions of fans.

Lucky for us, this past Oct. 26, Uni
versal Studios Home Video released the 
25th Anniversary DVD and Blu-ray disc set of the 
trilogy. This is a great opportunity to go back in 
time and enjoy this timeless movie for all ages.

•I
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Calendar
Somi Concert, Friday, Oct. 29, 8 p.m. at Milliken Auditorium. For 
more information, call 995-1553.

Zombie 5K Run, Saturday, Oct. 30, 9 a.m. in the Warehouse 
District of downtown Traverse City. For more information call 941- 
4300 or visit www.tczombierun.com.

Holiday Ornament Workshop with Diane Nunez, Saturday, Oct. 
30, 10 a.m. at the Dennos Museum. For more information, call 995- 
1055.

Blooming Brooches Workshop with Diane Nunez, Saturday, Oct. 
30, 2 p.m., Dennos Museum.

NMC Community Concert Band, Sunday, Oct. 31, 3 p.m., 
Milliken Auditorium. For information, call 995-1553.

The NMC Student Greens and the Traverse Bay Watershed 
Greens are hosting Green Party Night at the State Theater
Monday, Nov. 1, 8 p.m. Featuring: Traverse City Green Candidates 
and Oliver Stones “South of the Border” will complete the night. 
FREE. Contact: Tom traversegreen@yahoo.com 392-6121.

Community Cinema film, Deep Down, Thursday, Nov. 4, 7 p.m., 
Milliken Auditorium. Free admission.

Celebrating Women as Spiritual: Brown Bag Lunch, Monday,
Nov. 8, noon-l:30 p.m., Dennos Museum Center.

Native American film, “Tar Creek,” Monday, Nov. 8, 7 p.m., 
Milliken Auditorium. Free admission.

Did you know you can earn your bachelor's degree right here on the NMC 
campus? Ferris partners with your local community college to provide a 
quality education at an affordable price. Our 2+2 and 3+1 programs 
are set up so that you take two or three years of NMC courses 
and one or two years of Ferris courses. The overall cost of
your degree is low because you pay the community 
college tuition rate and Ferris' public university ,!r
tuition rate. Financial aid is also available for both \
the Ferris and community college classes. +

Visit our local office to find out more.

Ferris State 
University
TRAVERSE CITY 

I Maxine- More-

NEW!

Bachelor of Science 
Degree in Business

HOTEL
MANAGEMENT

Now at 
NMC!

I

SI

2200 Dendrinos Dr., Suite 100 ■ Traverse City, Ml 49684 ■ Phone: (231) 995-1734 or (866) 857-1954 
FerrisNorth@ferris.edu ■ www.ferris.edu/offcampus

what am I going to do? what should I tell
him? how do I get medical care? can I

stay in school? should i keep my baby? 
what about adoption?

sS? - - 1

We care... and we can help.

For free, confidential
nestions 

inant, call
Child and Family Services at

4

Child & Family Services
of Northwestern Michigan

Strengthening the Fabric of the Family Since 1937

%
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How to transform yourself into a gruesome zombie
Step-by-step makeup tips for halloween

2 DREWKAUSKA
Webmaster/Video & Photography Produce-

The Materials:
1. Elmers glue: cheap and available in most p’a-
2. Toilet paper: again cheap and easy to com< >y.
3. Black, red, green and white eye shadows.
4. Fake blood: cheap and easy to find this time -fy,
5. Powder foundation that .arches our skin t ne.

1. Take glue in your hands and dab onto your face, do not rub, do 
not use sponge—use your hands! 2. Mix foundation lightly into 
your glue and repeat until a nice layer is formed, wait to dry.

5. Take the black eye shadow, using fingers or brush and circle eyes 
until they are nice and dark; do not use brush stroke but dab around 
the cheek bone and eyebrow to make a faded effect. 6. Using the 
same eye shadow, lightly fill in all wounds you made. Be careful not 
to add too much because you do not want it to be pitch black. 7. 
Repeat the same steps with the red and green to enhance wounds. 
Red will make the skin look raw and, if done right and blended well 
with black, green gives a minor rotting effect. 8. Finish makeup to 
desired effect using your fingers and add smudges here and there. 
You are dead, after all!

9. Take a bigger brush with green and little black mixed with a little 
white and go across face to create undead rotting. 10. For fake blood, 
the most important area is the mouth. Take a swish like mouth wash 
and drool it out. Congratulations, you are now a zombie — have fun!

3. To create wounds, take thin strips of toilet p: ;r, place where 
wound is desired like paper-mache and cover v h glue r til smooth 
with skin. 4. Pick where you would like skin tt — loose. Rub to 
create effect; do not peel off, but slightly detach ar d n -11'. a p ' . 
using an eye shadow brush. This works well on the reck, for head, 
cheek, and chin.

Photos for this article were taken by the writer Drew Kauska with the 
assistance of Kelly Rodriguez. Makeup design was provided by Sam Raycroft.

•t
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